The claims of Aspect. Grangier, and Roger of having obtained experimental results that violate Bell's inequality, confimt traditional quantum theory. and disagree with classical local causality are shown to be incorrect. They incorrectly discard events, which they call "accidental. " When these events are correctly retained. their results confirm classical local causality by agreeing with classical physical optics and thus with Wesley 's causal quantum theory as well. (1) assuming ideal polarizers and alignments. The number of coincident counts R 0 2 ) to be expected classically is then given ideally by
BACKGROUND THEORY
The Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen"' (EPR) paradox shows that if expectation values that involve an integration over all space are used as observables. then an observation at one point in space can cause an instantaneous correlated observation at a distant point without any physical connection between the two points being required. EPR concluded that traditional quantum theory that involves such expectation values as observables is incorrect or "incomplete." Bellfi' questioning the conclusion of EPR.
proposed an inequality that is satisfied if local causality is true but is violated if traditional quantum theory is correct.
Aspect, Grangier. and Roger""" claim to have experimentally demonstrated an effect produced by a distant cause without any possible physical connection being involved. The R 0 ) = c0520.. R 0 ) = cos'oz. (1) assuming ideal polarizers and alignments. The number of coincident counts R 0 2 ) to be expected classically is then given ideally by R(12)IR0 = cos'fl. c0526, + c0520, c0519.
= 2cos'0. cos'dz. (2) where R., is the number of coincidences with the polarizers removed. The factor 2 on the right arises from the fact that there are two ways a coincidence can occur. For a plane of polarization of the light yielding 9, for detector DI and 01for detector Dz, from symmetry there must also be another plane of polarization of the light also giving acoincidence when the polarization is 6, for detector DI and 9, for detector D2. Letting a = 0 l + 0 2 , ¢ = 0 1 ' 6 2 . 
where '1' from the Second equation of Eqs. (3) is the relative polarization angle between the two polarizers that are before the two detectors. According to Aspect era1.. traditional quantum theory predicts for ideal polarizers and alignments a coincidence rate given by [(R(12) )lRo](traditional quantum theory) = (U2) cos2 d. (6) which differs from the classical prediction (5) by only 1/4.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Aspect er al. claim that their "true" coincidence counts vary with the relative angle of polarizationaccording to the traditional quantum theory prediction. Eq. (6) (assuming ideal conditions). in order to obtain the "true" coincidences from the total coincidences observed. they subtracted "accidental" coincidences. They do n o t present their data before subtracting "accidentals." nor do they present the classical optics result (5) that is necessary for comparison. They give no adequate explanation or justification for why they subtract "accidentals." They give virtually no information about the precise experimental magnitude of their all-important "accidentals."
They seem to have reasoned that the number of coincidences observed must have involved some "accidental" coincidences that did not involve simultaneously emitted photon pairs from single calcium atoms. In order to determine the number of such "accidental" coincidences. they measured the number of coincidences between the counts registered by one detector with the counts registered by the other detector after a long time (100 us). After such along time delay the coincidences observed could not possibly be associated with the photon pairs of interest.
which are emitted simultaneously (within 5 ns). Thus they apparently reasoned that these delayed coincidences had to be "accidental."
The subtraction of these so-called "accidental" coincidences is not justified for the following reasons: (1) It is large and cannot be regarded as "accidental" to be subtracted.
It is important to know the fraction of the total coincidences that Aspect eral. subtract as"accidental." Unfortunately. all that they say is: "Typical coincidence rates without polarizers are 240 coincidences per second; for a lOO-s counting period we thus obtain 150 true coincidences per second ...."'3' They thus subtract about 901240 -1/3 of their coincidence counts for null delay with no polarizers (equivalent to choosing qi = 0) as "accidental." If the classical prediction, Eq. (5) . is correct (and it undoubtedly is). then this means [setting it = 0 in Eq. (5)] that they subtract about (1/3)(3/4) = 1/4 from their original data as"accidental." in this way they convert the classical prediction (5) . which they apparently observe. to the traditional quantum theoretical prediction (6) .
It may thus be concluded that their original unmariipulated data fit the classical physical optics reSult (5) or Wesley's causal quantum theory and local causality far better than the traditiOnal quantum theory result (6) . 
